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The field-amplitudeHm and circular frequencyv dependent ac susceptibility,x=x8− jx9, of a hard
superconducting cylinder with flux-flow type current-voltage characteristic is calculated. A
remarkable feature of the resultantxsHm,vd is that both the maximumx9, xm9 , and
d lg Hmsxm9 d /d lg v increase with increasingv. This behavior is observed in actual Bi-2223/Ag
tapes and YBa2Cu3O7−d-coated conductors. Our result provides a useful tool to study the
intergranular critical state in high-temperature superconductors. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1947370g

The magnetic properties of hard superconductors were
first explained by Bean, who proposed what was later called
the critical-statesCSd model, i.e., the volume supercurrent
induced in hard superconductors is limited by the critical-
current densityJc.

1,2 For an infinite cylinder or slab in a
longitudinal applied ac field,H=Hmejvt, the magnetization
MsHd curves and complex ac susceptibility,x=x8− jx9, were
derived analytically from the CS model and given in Ref. 3.
Considering strong demagnetizing effects,MsHd andxsHmd
curves were derived from the CS model for perpendicularly
magnetized thin tapes and disks.4,5 Accurate results of trans-
versexsHmd were obtained for rectangular bars with finite
width and thickness.6

The common behaviour of the CSxsHmd for any sample
geometry is that with increasingHm, x8 increases from a
negative value −x0 corresponding to the complete shielding
state up to zero, whereasx9 increases from zero to a maxi-
mum xm9 at Hm=Hmsxm9 d and then decreasing to zero. Since
x0=f1−Nmsx=−1dg−1, Nm being the magnetometric demag-
netizing factor,7 x0 increases with decreasing the aspect ratio
along the field direction from 1 upwards. However,xm9 /x0
and a properly normalizedHmsxm9 d are not significantly in-
fluenced by demagnetizing effects. For example, for the
transverse CSx of rectangular bars and the axial CSx of
cylinders,xm9 /x0 ranges from 0.21 to 0.24 for the aspect ratio
being either much greater or much smaller than unity,
whereas the correspondingHmsxm9 d /Jc equals 0.5 or 1 times
the smallest dimensionsdiameter or thicknessd. Thus, one
can conclude that after a proper normalization, thexsHmd
calculated easily for infinitely long samples can be an accept-
able approximation for the perpendicularxsHmd of thin
samples, which are seriously subject to demagnetizing ef-
fects and more difficult to be calculated.8

It is well known that in hard type-II superconductors, the
power dissipation accompanied by volume currents arises
from the depinning of the Abrikosov vorticessAVsd driven
by the currents. Considering such depinning to be thermally
activated, the experimental temperature and observation-time

dependence ofJc was explained using the flux creep model
first proposed by Anderson.9 The AV pinning is weak and a
collective creep can take place in high-temperature supercon-
ductorssHTSsd, owing to their small coherent lengthj so a
small pinning volume per AV and their point-defects domi-
nated pinning centers.10 From the current-dependent activa-
tion energy of collective depinning, Brandt has recom-
mended a power-law current-voltage dependenceEsJd
=EcuJ/JcunJ/uJu, Jc being theJ when the electrical fieldE
=Ec=10−4 V/m and indexn@1, to approximately character-
ize the behavior of collective creep, and computed the per-
pendicularxsHm,vd of disks that follow thisEsJd.11,12 It
turns out that in this case for a finiten, xsHmd at a fixedv is
similar to that of the CS model and it shifts to higherHm

with increasingv in such a way thatxsHm,vd depends only
on Hm/v1/sn−1d.11,12

When interpreting thex measurements of HTSs by the
CS model, the frequency dependence ofx has usually been
ignored in most previous works. We have measured thex of
a sBi,Pbd2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10+d sBi-2223d monofilamentary tape
and a YBa2Cu3O7−d sYBCOd single crystal film at 77 K as a
function of Hm andv.13,14 The results turn out to be consis-
tent with Brandt’s calculation ofx with power-lawEsJd, i.e.,
both xm9 and d lg Hmsxm9 d /d lg v are roughly constant with
increasingv, having n=19 and 31 for the tape and film,
respectively, so that the CS is basically controlled by the
collective flux creep.

However, we find that thexsHm,vd of HTS samples is
not always like this. For some coated YBCO conductors, the
perpendicularxsHm,vd shows a behavior that with increas-
ing v bothxm9 andd lg Hmsxm9 d /d lg v increase.14 In biaxially
textured YBCO-coated conductorsJc is limited by networks
of low-angle grain boundariessGBsd. Different from the AVs
in the grains with a core size ofj, the vortices in the low-
angle GBs are Abrikosov-Josephson vorticessAJVsd with a
core size along the GB greater thanj.15 Owing to the
smoothing off of pinning potentials related to the presence of
more pinning centers over the larger core dimension along
GB and to the increase of the elastic energy relevant to the
AJV bending parallel to GB, the AJVs are less pinned byadElectronic mail: chen@maxwell.uab.es
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point defects along the GB than AVs are in the grains, but
mainly pinned by dislocations aligned in the GB.16 If pinning
of dislocations is small and uniform enough, with increasing
current, the dissipation will first occur from thermally acti-
vated AJV creep and quickly changing into vortex flow chan-
neling along GBs, with a basically linearEsJd curve above
Jc. This behavior has been inferred from systematic experi-
mental studies that have been carried out mainly on transport
properties of bicrystalline films.17–19

SincexsHm,vd for flux-flow slimitedd CS has not been
studied, we calculate in this letter the flux-flow CSx of a
long cylinder of radiusa using the method proposed by
Brandt.11,12 Based on observations of the current-voltage
characteristic of YBCO bicrystals and some low-temperature
superconductors,17,20 we assume for the flux-flow CS that
E=0 if uJuøJc andfJ−sgnsJdJcg /E=s f if uJu.Jc, whereJc is
the critical current density ands f is the flux-flow conductiv-
ity, both being assumed to be magnetic field independent for
simplicity. For the cylindrical geometry with magnetic field
applied along thez axis, the induced electrical fieldE and the
vector potentialA in the London gauge only have a nonzero
componentsfd being functions ofr andt, Esr ,td andAsr ,td.

We divide the cylinder inton=100 cylindrical elements of
equal radial dimension, borded atr i = ia /n, i =1,2, . . . ,n,
with J in each element being uniformJi andA at r =r i being
Ai. AssumingAsr =0d=0, the Faraday law is written as

EfJistdg = − Ȧi
cstd − Ȧi

astd si = 1,2, . . . ,nd, s1d

where theEsJd function has been defined above, the partialA
for the applied fieldAi

astd=−1
2m0r iHm sinvt, and the partial

A produced by currentsAi
cstd=o j

nf i jJjstd, f ij being the contri-
bution of current in elementj per unitJj to Ai

c. Setting rea-
sonable parameter values ofa=10−3 m, Jc=106 A/m, and
s f =10−9 m−1 V−1 and increasing stepwiset from 0, the equa-
tion system is solved numerically for each pair of givenHm
and v. In order to simulate accurately the physical process
and to reach a stable symmetrical periodical state, three pe-
riods are calculated with 106 time steps in each period. With
the stabilizedJi, the magnetic moment of the cylinder and
finally xsHm,vd are computed in the usual way as described
in Ref. 21.

The calculatedxsHm,vd curves are plotted in Fig. 1sad,
where Hm is normalized toJca and a dimensionless fre-
quencysfollowing the tradition of eddy-current researchd22

u f
2=a2m0s fv is used so that the result becomes universal for

any values ofa, Jc, and s f. The curves foru f
2=0.024

in Fig. 1sad coincide very well with the CSx for cylinder.3

With increasing lgu f
2, we see both xm9 and

d lgfHmsxm9 d /Jcag /d lg u f
2 to increase, which is qualitatively

in agreement with the experimental results of the coated con-
ductor reported in Ref. 14.

Such behavior has been found not only in coated con-
ductors but also in some Bi-2223 tapes. In Fig. 2, we give
xsHm, fd curves of a Bi-2223/Ag multifilamentary tape mea-
sured at 77 K. The critical current of the tapeIc<5 A, which
is rather low compared with the above mentioned monofila-
mentary tape withIc.30 A. It was prepared without the last
two thermomechanical treatments, each of which consisted
of a cold rolling with small thickness reduction followed by
830 °C annealing, necessary for obtaining a good alignment
and links of grains. Similar to the Bi-2223/Ag tape 61TH1
studied in Ref. 23, the intergranularJc in this sample is
dominated by weak links. We see from Fig. 2 that besides a
two-stage feature inxsHmd curves, which indicates both the

FIG. 1. sad For a superconducting cylinder of radiusa, critical-current den-
sity Jc, and flux-flow conductivitys f, the calculated acx as a function of the
reduced field amplitudeHm/ sJcad for different values of dimensionless fre-
quency u f

2=a2m0vs f. sbd The assumed flux-flowEsJd relation compared
with that calculated using Eqs.s4d and s5d from sad when a=1 mm, Jc

=106 Am−2, and s f =109 m−1 V−1. Arrows in sad indicate the direction of
increasingu f

2, and symbols insbd represent data calculated fromxm9 sHm,vd
in sad.

FIG. 2. The measured ac susceptibility of a Bi-2223 monofilamentary tape
at 77 K and different values of frequencyf as a function ofm0Hm. Arrows
indicate the direction of increasingf.
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weak and strong-link contributions,23,24 there is a remarkable
similarity between the measuredxsHm, fd and the curves cal-
culated from flux-flow CS in Fig. 1sad.

This flux-flow feature found inx of the multifilamentary
Bi-2223/Ag tape, whereJc is dominated by weak links, is
interesting. As studied in Refs. 15, 25, and 26, the GBs in
this case may be regarded as extremely incoherent planar
defects with very small depairingsJosephsond current density
JJ, for which no AJVs can form like in coated conductors,
whereJJ of low-angle GBs acting as coherent planar defects
can be close to the depairing current density of the bulk. As
explained in Refs. 23 and 27, weak-link critical currents may
arise from either Josephson-vortex pinning like in a type-II
superconductor when the maximum Josephson currents,IJ’s,
between neighboring grains are very small, with a flux creep
dissipation mechanism of the intergranular CS, or from the
IJ’s themselves when they are large. The Bi-2223/Ag tape
has much greaterIJ’s than those of sintered YBCO, and the
weak-link critical currents of Bi-2223/Ag tapes should result
from IJ’s of individual Josephson junctions themselves. In
this case, the flux-flow behavior should be a consequence of
the resistively shunted Josephson-junction network.

In such a network, the effect of GB between any pair of
neighboring grainsi and j is modeled by a parallel circuit of
a Josephson junction and a resistanceR together with a void
of areaAv, where flux can pass through. After a field change,
the gauge-invariant phase differenceui j of Josephson junc-
tions in the induced intergranular current path may be chosen
automatically to be nears2n8±1/2dp, which corresponds to
a CS with all Josephson junctions carrying a current close to
IJ’s. The flux penetration will involve aui j jump sn8
→n8±1d, which corresponds to a fluxonsF0d to traverse
through the Josephson junction, leading to an ac Josephson
current to flow throughR. Thus, the final result is very simi-
lar to the modeled flux-flow CS.

The following equations forJ and E may be used for
obtaining the approximateEsJd relation from frequency de-
pendentHmsxm9 d:

J = Hmsxm9 d/a, s2d

E = 2m0avHmsxm9 d/s3pd. s3d

The EsJd function for the cylinder obtained using Eqs.s2d
ands3d from the calculatedxsHm,vd in Fig. 1sad is plotted in
Fig. 1sbd by symbols. We see that they agree quite well with
the actually assumedEsJd function ssolid lined for xsHm,vd
calculation. This agreement justifies the technique of deter-
mination ofEsJd curve from acx measurements, which has
first been used in Ref. 14, where radiusa is replaced by the
thickness or sides of the film after physical consideration.

In conclusion, we have calculated acx of a supercon-
ducting cylinder with flux-flowEsJd characteristic. The re-

sults may be useful for studying the intergranular CS of
HTSs, such as coated YBCO conductors and multifilamen-
tary Bi-2223/Ag tapes. Especially, we have demonstrated
that the intergranular CS in HTSs is not resulting from Jo-
sephson vortex pinning as popularly believed but from the
maximum Josephson currents through GBs themselves. We
have also justified that theEsJd characteristic of HTSs can be
conveniently determined by field and frequency-dependent
contactlessx measurements.
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